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Quiz twd 9 temporada elenco

All the news series Watch all the news series It's time: Season 9 of The Walking Dead will mark a farewell to Rick Grimes, the character that Andrew Lincoln has played since the first season of the series, which premiered in 2010. In case you're not ready to say goodbye to the survivor who has led all the other
characters so far, it's good to know that new episodes have been planned to create the perfect farewell. As part of September's IGN First, IGN USA interviewed showrunner Angela Kahn on what we can expect from season 9 as well as Rick's final episodes. She is quick to ensure that the loss of the character will have an
incredible emotional impact that will reflect on the fantastic work of the entire cast of the series. For us, this is a new territory. Obviously we've said goodbye to a lot of characters over the years, but Rick is the man who carried the series, explains Kahn. But we have such a strong cast and such beautiful scenes among
these different central characters that we have been following for years. Rick has an interesting and deep relationship with these other survivors and you really feel like he has been influenced by these lives. So I think Andrew is amazing in these episodes and I think our directors have done a great job. I am glad that
people see the result of this journey. Kang says he understands the expectations of fans and hopes not to disappoint anyone. We expect people to enter this new phase, but I think it's an incredibly exciting journey and the performances and work of the actors have done it all wonderfully. She also talks about Negan, who
will return as Rick's prisoner in season 9. While still maintaining typical arrogance, Kahn promises that we will see a very different side to Negan's new episodes. Sure, Negan is still Negan - he can't help but say sarcastic or rude things, but we'll see some different feelings in him. He's, in fact, been in solitary confinement
for a year and a half from the end of last season, and one of the stories we explore is what happens to him. So it all really changes the nature of the interactions that he has. I'm also excited because we'll have conversations between other characters and Negan, with interactions that will be different and surprising than
Rick and Negan. It's safe to say that one of these interactions will be with Maggie, who missed her chance even when Rick decided to spare Negan's life in Season 8, even promising that the villain would pay for the murder of Glenn and Abraham. At that time, Rick made this decision, mainly because of the grief he was
in after the loss of Carl and his son's desire to see the return of civilization. At this point he that saving Negan's life was the right decision. Now we will see the good and bad consequences of this choice. We'll see that, in a way, it provided peace between communities, which was what Rick wanted; allowed them to move
on, but it also became a trigger for suffering and misunderstanding among the philosophies of some communities. This is one of the great stories we are going to explore, and of course Maggie's involvement is very important in all of this. In addition to the fact that actress Lauren Cohan will only be in a few episodes of the
season, Kahn admits that she is very excited about Maggie's story, and points out that the end of the character is not around. Lauren arrived at the show at the same time as I did, so I really enjoyed writing about her character and working with her. Plan for your story to continue. We really see that she is ready to go her
own way as a leader, just like Rick, she is human and intelligent. The Walking Dead returns on October 7. In Brazil, the series is broadcast on Fox Brasil. Subscribe to ign Brasil's Youtube channel and visit our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Twitch pages!  The Walking Dead (season 9) Promotional poster Info
Starring Andrew Lincoln Norman Reedus Lauren Kohan Danai Gurira Melissa McBride Alanna Masterson Josh McDermitt Christian Serratos Set Gilliam Ross Marquand Catin Nacon Tom Pyne Dean Morgan Dayton Kayle Fleming Samantha Morton Xander Berkeley Pollyanna McInche Callan 2018 (2018-10-07) - March
31, 2019 (2019-03-31) Timeline ← The previous season → season 10 Season 10 Episode List of The Walking Dead Season Nine season of The Walking Dead was confirmed by AMC in January 2018. Angela Kang takes over as showrunner this season, along with executive producers Robert Kirkman, David Alpert,
Scott M. Gimple, Greg Nicotero, Tom Luz, Denise Huth and Anne Heard Gale. Season Nine has 16 episodes, following the standard number of episodes since season 3. The cast consists of characters who survived the previous season, and some that have yet to be confirmed. The ninth season premiered on October 7,
2018. Cast: Andrew Lincoln as Rick Grimes (1-5) Norman Reedus as Daryl Dixon (1-16) Lauren Cohan as Maggie Greene (1-5) Danai Gurira as Michonne Carol Peletier (1-16) 16) Alanna Masterson as Tara Chambler (1-15) Josh McDermitt as Eugene Porter (1-16) Christian Serratos as Rosita Espinosa (1-16) Seth
Gilliam as Gabriel (1-16) Ross Marquand Como Aaron (1-16) Caitlin Nacon Como Enid (1-15) Tom Payne Como Paul Jesus Rovia (1-11) Jeffrey Dean Morgan Como Negan (1-16) Peyton Como Ezekiel (1-1) 6) Samantha Morton Como Alpha (10-16) Tambaba Estrando Xander Berkeley Como Gregory (11) Pollyanna
Mackintosh Como Ann (1-5) Callan McAuliffe Como Alden (1-16) Avi Nash Como Siddique (1-16) Elenko de Apuio Zone Segura de Alexandria Kenrick Green Como Scott Mandy Christine Como Barbara Austin Como Robinson Lindsley Join Como Laura Matt Mangum Como DJ Chloe Garcia-Frizzi e Kayleigh Fleming
Como Judith Grimes Anable Holloway Gracie Alice Dufour Grimes Jr. Jaydin McCollum Como Alice Marvin Lee Como Kyle Hilltop Brett Butler Como Tammy Rose Sutton 'John Finn Como Earl Sutton' 14' AJ Achinger Como Kenneth Ken Sutton Karen Ceesay Como Bertie James Chen Como Cal Anthony Lopez Como
Oscar Gustavo Gomez Como Marco Mac Como Adeline Jackson Pace Como Gage Joe Hirsch Como Rodney Caroline Duncan Como Hilde Jansen Panettiere Como Casper Josh Ventura Como Martin Brian Sheppard Como Miles Kuanda Stuart Kuan O Santoario Tracy Dinwidi Como Regina Elizabeth Ludlow Como
Arat Actas Aktas Coma thumping of zack McGowan Como Justin Como Henry Maxen Linz Como Henry (jovem) Nadine Marissa Como Nabila Jason Graham Como William Mika King Como Ezra Autumn Azul Como Aliyah Oceanside Sydney Park Como Cindy Briana Venscus Como Beatrice Beatrice Nicole Barre Coma
Katie Avianna Mynhier Como Ward Rachel Mimi Kirkland Coma Rachel Ward (jovem) Grupo de Magna Nadia Hilker Como Magna » Eleanor Matsuura Como Yumiko 15 Dan Fogler Como Luke 16 Lauren Ridloff 17 The Theory of Angela Como Kelly Como Lydia (18) Scarlett Blum Como Lydia (jovem) Ryan Hurst Como
Beta 19 Ethan Patterson Como Rasmus David Uri Como Sion Benjamin Keepers Como Sean Ellie McCulloch Juice Helen Emily Como Francis Bret Mackie Como Susurador Ben Vandermey como Sussurador Terry James Como Sussuradora Victor Cordova Como Sussurador Thomas Blailok Como Sussurador Emma
Coulter Como Sussuradora Evan Cliver Clear Como Sussurador Kristin Erickson juice sussuradora Bethany Kasulas soko Sussurador Russ Milheim soko Sussurador Jeff Vaner soo Sussurador Rodads Como Sussurador Chase Collins Como Sussurador JoNee Harris Soko Sussurador Wesley Hale Soko Sussurador
Sarah Hale Juice Sussurador Brandon Hardison soso susurador Natasha Reeves Como Sussurador Justin Christopher as Whisperer Brennan Kerr as Whisper gloria DeWeese as Whisperer Brandon Balatoni as Whisper liz Smithson, as Whisperer Lewis Wright as Whisperer Christian Kline, as Whisperer Justin White as
Whisperer Hannah Jane, as Whisperer Justin Davis as Whisperer Lauren Gunn as Whisperer Jonathan Cooley in Whisperer Steve Schuckert in Whisper RubenA Huhant – Whisper jason White in Robert Tinsley's Whisper in Whisper John Turner in Whisper starred as Whisperer Mike Gamez as Whisper Shamekacrys
Oliver as Whisper Kjams Simmons as Whisperer Kevin Kejley as Whisper Isaiah Michael as Whisper Adrienne Ballenger as Whisperer Heather Fusari as Whisperer JoJo Lambert Shim as David L. Marston as Whisper Marcus Tyler Estes as Whisperer Amanda Kirk as Tammy Shukert's Whisper as Whisperer Gregory
French as Whisperer Jazzy Ellis as Whisperer Alex Barnes as Whisperer Megan Dovell as Whisperer Megan Helf Fisher as Whisperer Brandon Howard as Whisperer Flint Enkaia Bernie as Whisperer Cassandra Cooksey as Whisperer Ryan D. Olson as Whisperer Angus Sampson as Ossie Jason Kirkpatrick as Scott
Wilson as Hershel Green as Lenny James as Morgan Jones (The Voice) Sarah Wayne Callis as Laurie Grimes (The Voice) Michael Cudlitz as Abraham Ford (The Voice) Steve Kazi as Frank Ruthina Wesley as Jocelyn Javier Carrasquillo as Mathias quinn Bozza as Cyrus Ashlin Stallings As Mitchell Luke David Blumme
as Linus Jesse Goy as Gina Elle Graham as Vinnie Jonathan Billions as Marcus P.J. Henley as PJ Ryan Callan McAuliffe and Avi Nash, who respectively played Alden and Siddique in season eight, were included in the main lineup in Season 9. At the end of May 2018, it was announced that season nine would be the
final season of Andrew Lincoln, who plays the main character Rick Grimes. Andrew Lincoln said that since he lives in England and is filmed for a season lasting six months or more, he believes it's time to leave the series to be able to spend more time with his growing children. Lauren Cohan also announced that this will
be her final season in the series, appearing in the first six episodes as Maggie Greene before her departure. With other obligations to act, Kohan said he felt very comfortable on paper and that it was time to move on. Both characters said goodbye to the series in What Comes After, but Kohan was confirmed to return to
the cast in future seasons. Episodes See also: List of episodes Of The Walking Dead In the seriesTo seasonTitleDirect to Written byOriginal ViewingAudience (millions)1161 New Beginning (New Beginning)Greg NicoteroAngela KangOctober 7, 2018 (2018-10-07)6.08 (27) A group led by Rick Grimes arrives at the old
museum, where they receive a wagon and other work facilities. With the weight of the wagon part of the glass floor is broken, as a result of which Ezekiel hangs on a rope, where he is almost caught by zombies. The team discovers that the bridge connecting the communities fell due to the storm and decided to go the
other way. Carol is surprised by the suggestion of Ezekiel's hand and heart, but will not accept it. The wagon is mired in mud and, with the horses already exhausted, the group is going to get it until a bunch of zombies approach. Rick asks the group to abandon the van and horse, but Ken contradicts the idea and returns
to free the animal when he is bitten by a zombie. Rick and others decide to pull out the zombies and get the wagon. In Hilltop, Maggie tells Earl and Tammy, Ken's parents, that their son is dead. Earl seems to take it easier, while Tammy blames Maggie for the event and forbids her from attending Ken's wake. At the
Sanctuary, Daryl is the new leader of the place, against his will, and Michonne begins to worry when he finds messages of support for Negan stung on the wall. Carol asks Daryl to let her lead the Sanctuary, and he agrees. Gregory gets drunk Earl and Tammy, and makes Earl attack Maggie, lie to her that Glenn's grave
was raped. Maggie decides to settle for Gregory, who tries to kill her, but can not. In the morning Rick, Daryl and Michonne arrive in Hilltop, and Rick asks Maggie to provide more supplies to the Sanctuary because the community is unable to keep up. However, without accepting the fact that Negan was not killed and
having to work with the Saviors, Maggie is rude in her response, but seems to agree when Rick invites the surviving sanctuaries to work on the construction of the fallen bridge in exchange for supplies. At night, Maggie gathers the inhabitants of the hill and hangs Gregory to punish him in front of everyone.  1172 Bridge
(Bridge) Daisy von Sherler MayerDavid Leslie Johnson-McGoldrickOcto14 (2018-10-14)4.95.28 Camp is next to the collapsed bridge. Henry brings water to the workers, and Justin, the Savior, does not take a small amount of water and fights Henry. To avoid a wider discussion between the boy and Daryl intervenes and
attacks Justin, being separated by Rick. In camp, Daryl misbehaves with Rick because of Justin and claims that it is impossible to live with the Saviors. To prevent zombies from getting in the way of building a bridge, detours are mounted by survivors such as horn sounds and explosions. At Hilltop, Michonne tells Maggie
that The Saviors should bring ethanol into the community, but something happened and they didn't arrive with the product. Tammy begs to see her husband Earl, who is in prison, and after talking about sobriety with Maggie, he goes free, but under supervision. Kiss Anna and Gabriel's father. Alden tells Rick that the
rescuers who disappeared with the ethanol did not escape because many had a family in the sanctuary. Tara warns Rick that one of the horns, which must be provoked by Justin, does not shoot, and the zombies begin to go to the camp. The wooden torus, which will be used in the building, falls under Aaron's arm. Rick
and the others arrive and fight the dead. Enid amputated Aaron's arm. Rick shoots and releases a rope that held traps against zombies, crushing them all. Daryl again quarrels with Justin, whom Rick kicked out of the camp because of his failure. At night, Rick tells Negan in his cell about the events of the day, and Negan



says that Rick is just preparing the world for him. On the observation deck, Anne sees a helicopter. Meanwhile, Justin walks alone on the road, leaving the camp when he is attacked by someone mysterious.  1183 Warning Signs (Warning Signs)Dan LiuCorey ReedOctober 21, 2018 (2018-10-21)5.04'29 During the night,
zombies devour Justin's body part when they are lured to another location while his body is reborn. Along the way, Maggie and Kay lash out at the sanctuary when they encounter a group of Saviors after Justin. After the band leaves, Maggie sees Justin on the road. In Alexandria, Rick decides to take a break and spend
a family day with Michonne and Judith when Scott warns them that the Savior has been found dead. In the camp, Justin's body is taken away, and there is a riot when the Saviors threaten other groups, accusing Daryl of entering into a relationship with Justin and Ann for revenge after Simon killed his former band. Rick
appears and avoids a more intense conflict, talking to Daryl, who denies killing Justin. At Rick's request, Gabriel follows Ann to the dump, where he hears her talking to someone on the lynx. Ann says there is another place and that both should go undercover, but Gabriel denies it, says he will tell Rick and knocked out
Anne. After eliminating some zombies, Rick, Maggie, Daryl and Cindy discover from Beatrice that Arat is also missing. Rick and Carol are searching at night, when they are attacked by two Saviors. Carol is caught, and Jed stabs her in the neck, but she manages to fight back and hurt him. Maggie and Daryl arrive
elsewhere and encounter Oceanside women trying arata. Cindy says that in front of the beach, it was her group's camp when the Saviors came and killed all the men, including Arata, who killed her younger brother. She asks for help, but Maggie and Daryl turn away and Cindy executes Arata. When the lost ethanol
recovered, Maggie tells Daryl that it's time to talk to Nagan.  1194 Obliged (Commitment)Rosemary RodriguezGeraldin InoaOctober 28, 2018 (2018-10-28)5.10 in Hilltop, Maggie is preparing to see Negan even with Jesus trying to intervene, saying that killing him may not even be the solution. In the camp, groups are
beginning to return to their communities. Eugene says that the bridge built can not last long with flooding. Jerry warns Rick that Maggie is going to Alexandria, and Rick, in turn, speaks through the lynx to prevent Maggie from entering the community. Michonne reports that Negan refuses to feed and decides to find out
what is going on. In a conversation involving even Michonne's dead son, Negan asks to see Lucille, but Michonne says he doesn't know the location of the baton and Negan rages. Rick is preparing to return to Alexandria and Daryl offers him a ride, but the distraction of his itinerary causes controversy between them.
Rick and Daryl fight and end up falling into a huge hole, where Daryl says that Rick should let Maggie kill Negan and that the Saviors were killed by the Oceanside group. In the landfill, Gabriel wakes up and finds a farewell letter from Anna. Back in the camp, a new confusion between Jed and Carol forces the Saviors
and other groups to argue with each other, causing a firefight. The zombies are lured to the camp, and Rick and Daryl manage to escape. While Daryl returns to camp, Rick decides to lure the dead with the help of a horse. As the pack gets bigger and bigger, the horse scares, knocking Rick into the fixture that runs
through his body. Rick loses consciousness as the zombies get closer and closer.  1205 What will be afterGreg NicoteroStory by : Scott M. Gimple and Matthew Negrete Scenario : Matthew Negrete4 November 2018 (2018-11-04)5.41 31 Using his belt as support, Rick manages to get up and ride a horse while the
zombies chase him. Anne will contact the helicopter again and pick her up in an agreed location. Rick arrives at the hut and faints from blood loss. For a moment he wakes up in Atlanta in search of his family when he comes through Shane. After the conversation, Shane's vision causes Rick to wake up and run away
from invasion of the hut. Maggie arrives in Alexandria and after an altercation with the name Glenn, Michonne allows her entry. Negan says he lied, saying he doesn't like killing people and pleads with Maggie to kill him so he can join his wife Lucille and as revenge for Glenn's death, but Maggie saves his life, saying
negan is worse than dead. Along the way, Rick faints again, this time stopping at Green's farm, where he finds Hershel and apologizes for losing Maggie. In another hallucination, Rick finds himself in a hospital where he woke up from a coma, finding the bodies of all his friends and Sasha, who says his family is not
missing. Rick comes to mind, realizes that he is in camp and that his horse ran away. A new vision of Michonne and her friends ensures that Rick has the strength to fight and escape from the oncoming zombies by luring them to the bridge. While the real group seems to save Rick and prevent the hordes from
approaching, the sheriff has the idea of blowing up a bridge with dynamite that was there, allegedly killing him as well. A helicopter arrives to rescue Ann, who finds Rick unconscious by the river, and both are taken by plane. Six years after the events, a group of five people, Magna, Yumiko, Kelly, Connie and Luke
rescued from the dead in the woods by a little girl named Judith Grimes.  1216th Who are you now? (Who are you now?) Larry TengEddi Guzelian November 11, 2018 (2018-11-11)5.40.32 Magna group delivered to Alexandria. Michonne, taking a new look, a tougher view and being the new leader and head of public
safety, does not accept the fact that new survivors have been found and accepted there, but says that the community council will decide. Yumiko is taken to the infirmary, while Magna, Connie, Kelly and Luke interview Gabriel's father. Michonne intervenes, saying that Magna was an inmate because she has prison
tattoos on her arm, in addition to carrying a knife hidden in her belt, and becoming an even more suspicious group. Daryl now lives alone in the woods, away from everyone. Carol and Henry were on the road when they were ambushed by some Saviors who were stealing their belongings. Henry attacks them and annoys
that Carol does not take any action. Gabriel begins to secretly work on the radio communication apparatus to find out if there are still survivors, but the frequency is low, so Eugene and Rosita take the device to the top of the free tower. Judith helps Negan do his homework while the former Savior leader tries to get
information about the newly arrived group, but Judith says nothing. After an argument with Henry, Carol throws fuel at the sleeping Saviors and cold-bloodedly burns them alive. A the zombie approaches, forcing Eugene and Rosita to flee the scene. Eugene has a sore knee, which makes it difficult to escape. In
Alexandria, Magna appears in front of Michonne's house with a knife, but when she sees a community leader with her son in her arms, she hands her a knife and says that if she were her, she wouldn't have taken them either. To throw off the wanderers, Eugene and Rosita cover themselves with mud near the creek
when they hear voices from among the dead, asking where they are.  1227 Stradivarius (Stradivarius)Michael Kudlicviian Cenove November 18, 2018 (2018-11-18)4.7933 Rosita runs from dead auditory voices everywhere, and, unable to withstand fatigue, ends in fainting. Michonne, Siddique and D.J. lead Magna's band
to Hilltop, but not before they pass through the band's old camp. Michonne does not allow Magna and others to use weapons, and says they will be accompanied by Siddique and D.J. to Hilltop when she returns to Alexandria, as her intention was only to find out whether the group had actually arrived from the camp.
After Maggie leaves Hilltop with her son Hershel for the Georgie community, Jesus is named the new leader, albeit against his will. Carol and Henry are inspired by Daryl, isolated from everyone living on the river with a pet dog. Daryl says that he decided to look for Rick's body and eventually adapted to the new
conditions. Carol asks Daryl to return to Hilltop to look after Henry, now a blacksmith's apprentice. Jesus and Aaron train martial arts when a request for help forces them to save Rosita and take her to Hilltop, where she reveals that she threw Eugene in the shed because she couldn't escape. Michonne's group decides to
move into the barn when they are attacked by a gang of zombies in the morning, among them Bertie, a former member of the group and a friend of Magna, whom Michonne is forced to kill. Siddique shows Michonne that Maggie's no longer in Hilltop. Upon learning that Rosita was taken to Hilltop, Michonne decides not to
return to Alexandria and continue the journey with the rest of the group. Carol, Henry and Daryl arrive at Hilltop, where Jesus warns that he will go in search of Eugene and that he will need his help because of his methods to hunt down. Finally, Jesus, Aaron, and Daryl leave the community with their dog.  1238 Evolution
(Evolution)Michael E. SabringisDavid Leslie Johnson-McGoldrick November 2018 (2018-11-25)5.09.34 Daryl, Jesus and Aaron watch from afar hordes of dead act strangely. Michonne and others arrive at Hilltop, and after a strenuous reception, have their tickets allowed. Tara says the decision to remain a group of
Magna in Hilltop will be Jesus. In Alexandria, Negan talks to Gabriel about his new relationship with Rosita. Henry starts working as a blacksmith and develops Enid, but disappointed to see her with Alden. With the help of his dog Daryl and others find Eugene very frightened in the barn, saying that the zombies develop
as he heard them whispering to each other. Gabriel warns that Rosita is wounded in Hilltop and runs out of The Eegan's cell open, and at night he runs away. After a night of fun with his new friends, Gage, Addy and Rodney, Henry is arrested at Hilltop for non-compliance, leaving Earl disappointed. Rosita regains
consciousness and tells Michonne and Siddique that she needs to help Eugene, because the group of zombies from which they fled, it is not just some gang. While Aaron and Jesus support Eugene, Daryl is left behind to try to distract the dead with firecrackers and even barking his dog, but the gang just ignores them.
Arriving at the cemetery, the three are cornered dead, and Aaron and Jesus decide to fight. Michonne appears with Magna and Yumiko to rescue Eugene, who together manages to open the gates that are stuck. Fighting the zombies, Jesus is surprised by one of them, who stabs him in the back, being killed then Daryl.
After the group confronts them, Daryl discovers that they are not dead, but disguised among the gang because they are masked men. When they think it's over, the group starts to hear whispers coming from all sides surrounding them.  1249 Adaptation (Adaptation)Greg NicoteroCorey ReedFebruary 10, 2019 (2019-02-
10)5.16'35 Group Michonne manages to avoid dead and mysterious people disguised among them. In Alexandria at night, Negan walks through the community, and in the morning, as he climbs the walls to escape, he surprised Judith with a gun pointed at him. Nagan says he needs to see the world like, though Judith
says he has nothing left and promises the girl that she won't hurt anyone. Judith agrees and lets him go. When Michonne and the others are restrained, Alden and Luke decide to leave Hilltop behind them. Michonne thanks Daryl for looking for Rick all these years. Faced with some dead and rabid dogs, Nagan arrives at
the sanctuary only to discover that the place has been completely abandoned. Passing over the bridge, the group comes across more zombies and to make sure they are all dead, Daryl shoots arrows at his feet. Masked people devour the dead, while one of them, a girl, surrenders and is carried away by a group on
Hilltop. Arriving in the community, the residents are shocked by the death of Jesus and prepare his burial. Daryl, Michonne and Tara interrogate the girl in the basement, Henry listens to them, but does not believe everything she says, and Daryl promises to get answers later. In conversation with Siddique Rosita reveals
what she expects him, and Eugene listens to them. On the road, Negan is driving a motorcycle when again surprised by Judith, who shoots at the car. Negan falls and confirms to Judith that he had nothing for him outside, and they return to Alexandria. Infuriated by the death of Jesus and the lies of the captured girl,
Daryl enters his cell and furiously grabs her for answers, threatening to hang her. After the girl pleads for her life, Daryl gives up and leaves, leaving her locked in his cell. Henry approaches a girl who shows that her name was Lydia. In the forest, Alden and Luke find some Yumiko arrows when they are surrounded by
masked men.  12510 Omega (Omega)David BoydChanning PowellFeural 17, 2019 (2019-02-17)4.54.36 Flashbacks show the life of Lydia and her parents about twenty-three days after the beginning of the epidemic, when they are refugees in the basement. When her father is bitten, Lydia is in the care of her mother.
Currently, the girl tells her story to Henry and Daryl. Tara leads the group behind Alden and Luke, but decides to return to Hilltop after finding her dead horses and for being too dangerous outside with masked men still scouring around. Daryl releases Henry from prison after he is caught giving information from the
Kingdom of Lydia. At another point, Lydia attacks Daryl, who manages to dodge and finds traces of aggression on his hands. Lydia says that she was attacked by her mother and that she had motives. Magna's group decides to go out on their own after Luke, but after a group of zombies begins to surround them, they
decide to leave. Kelly refuses because she reveals that Luke saved her long before and stays in the woods with Connie. Henry decides to free Lydia to get to know the community, but the baby's crying forces Lydia to have memories of her past and asks her to return to the cell. The next day, Yumiko apologizes to Tara
for sneaking in with his group, when suddenly a bunch of zombies emerge at the gates of the community. Kelly, who was returning with Connie, is accompanied by soldiers on top of the hill while Connie runs. Residents discover that they are not dead, but masked people, who this time is led by a woman who calls herself
Alpha, and who has a reason to be there: she wants her daughter back.  12611 Bounty (Reward)Mira MenonMattiyu NegreteFeral 24, 2019 (2019-02-24)4.39.37 Alpha demands the return of his daughter, but Daryl refuses to surrender her. When Hilltop learns that Alpha did not kill Alden and Luke, they decide to
exchange hostages. Henry notices the arrival of Lydia's group and runs away with the girl. Meanwhile, Ezekiel, Carol and the Kingdom's soldiers enter a theatre infested with the dead to get a new film projector for The child of one of the members of the group Alpha begins to cry, attracting some dead, and Alpha asks his
wife to leave him. Connie, who was hiding in the middle of a plantation, rescues a child and is almost caught dead, rescued by Daryl and others. Addy shows where Henry can hide with Lydia and goes there with Enid. Lydia decides to stop hiding and return to her group after kissing Henry. The exchange of hostages is
successful. When Lydia calls Alpha a mother and thanks her for coming for her, she is hit, and her mother asks her to call her only by the name of Alpha. At night, Magna and others celebrate Luke's return with a drink, but Connie feels uncomfortable and leaves his friends. Earl and Tammy adopt an abandoned child.
Henry leaves a farewell letter saying that he will look for Lydia. Addy finds and delivers a letter to Daryl, who, along with his dog and Connie, goes after Henry.  12712 Guardians (Guardians)Michael E. SatrazemisLaToya MorganMarch 3, 2019 (2019-03-03)4.71 (38) Alpha asks about Hilltop for Lydia, but she regrets
saying they are not a strong community. At Alexandria Council, Michonne insists that the community be isolated from everyone else and not attend the fair. Rosita asks Gabriel to decide whether or not to continue their relationship, even though she knows she is pregnant with Siddique. Henry follows Lydia, and is
captured by Beta, Alpha's right-hand man, and taken to whisper camp. Daryl, Connie and their dog find footprints and Henry's bat thrown into the woods. A pair of Whispers doubted Alpha's leadership, and she killed them in cold blood in front of everyone. Eugene asks Gabriel to accept Rosita's pregnancy. In
conversation with Michonne, Negan asks for help to lead the community, but she refuses her help. Judith, who was listening to their conversation, was discovered and alerted by Michonne. Gabriel meets Rosita and Siddique. Michonne decides to surrender, and tells Aaron that the community will decide whether they
should attend the fair, not hers. In the Whisper camp, Beta grabs Henry, and Alpha asks his daughter to kill him. Lydia freezes when suddenly a bunch of dead people invade the camp, dispersing the group and forcing them to flee. Daryl and Connie will show up and save Henry, who says he won't leave without Lydia.
Daryl agrees, and finally the four escape from the camp.  12813 Chokepoint (Choke Point)Liesl TommyEddie Guzelian - David Leslie Johnson-McGoldrick March 10, 2019 (2019-03-10)4.83.39 Morning Daryl and others decide to take refuge in a building known as Connie. Meanwhile, the Soldiers of the Kingdom are
attacked by groups called Rogues, who charge to ensure that the survivors walk on the roads. Ezekiel and decide to negotiate with the group, making sure they participate in a fair between communities if they remove zombies from the roads on their way to the Kingdom. The leader won't accept it, but when Carol invites
them to shoot the film, the man seems to reconcile. Daryl keeps Lydia and her dog in the closet. Beta and Whispers invade a building mixed with the dead. On the way to the fair, Tara and her group face problems with zombies when they receive support from the Raiders. In the building, Daryl and the others are
confronted with whispers. Henry's hurt. Daryl and Beta fight, but Daryl ends the fight by pushing him into the elevator pit. To treat Henry's wound, Daryl invites them to go to Alexandria. A group of Tara and the Rogues arrive safely in the Kingdom for the fair. Meanwhile, in the building Beta, who was dead, wakes up in a
ditch and gets up.  12914 Scars (Scars)Millicent SheltonCory Reed and Vivian Cemarch 17, 2019 (2019-03-17)4.57'40 Flashbacks show that Michonne is still pregnant with Rick, along with Daryl, finding only her old weapon. In Alexandria, Scott and Rosita appear with new survivors, including some young men and
children, and Jocelyn, a close former friend of Michonne before the apocalypse. To celebrate the arrival, a rich dinner is served that night. In the morning, Michonne learns that Jocelyn and the young men looted supplies and medicines in Alexandria and fled through the sewers. Judith and children from the community
were also taken. Michonne and Daryl meet a group at school, but they are caught and tagged with the letter x on their backs. Daryl manages to break free, as does Michonne, who kills Jocelyn when she is attacked. When children threaten Judith's life, Michonne is forced to kill them. Now, after their leg is treated
Siddique, Henry, Daryl, Connie and Lydia leave Alexandria. Judith gets upset after being conflicted during a conversation with Daryl about bringing Whisperers to her side and leaving the community. Michonne finds it and shows that the lack of trust on her part has taken Alexandria out of life with other communities.
Judith asks her to protect the people she loves. Michonne cries, hugs the girl and agrees to her request. They both go to the fair in the Kingdom and meet Daryl's group halfway. Meanwhile, behind the trees, some Whisperers look at them.  13015 The Calm Before (Moments of Calm) Laura BelsiGeraldin Inoa and
Channing PowellMarch 24, 2019 (2019-03-24)4.15'41 Group on top of the hill goes to the fair when they are attacked and killed by Alpha. After Ezekiel's speech, where the king quotes Rick and Carl, the fair begins. Michonne and others arrive in the Kingdom and greet the survivors with joy. Leaders of the four
communities meet and protection agreement between them. To ensure security during the fair, the group leaves the community to patrol when they meet Ozzy and Alec Raiders, and a DJ who show evidence that people from Hilltop were attacked. Daryl, Michonne, Carol and Yumiko follow in the tracks, while the rest of
the band goes to Hilltop. Alpha goes undercover to the fair and finds Lydia, who refuses to return with her mother. At night, Daryl and the others are surrounded and surrendered in Whispers. Alpha says that this place is his group's new camp and takes Daryl to meet a large herd of dead who are under their control, and
threatens, saying that if they re-enter their territory, he will release the dead to destroy their communities. The group is released and finds Siddique, wounded and frightened, showing them the sequence of stakes to distinguish territory between the Whispers and other communities. However, each of the stakes has the
head of ten former survivors, namely Ozzy, Alec, D.J., Frankie, Tammy Rose, Addy, Rodney, Enid, Tara and Henry. Back in the Kingdom, Siddique reveals that all of them were kidnapped by Alpha, and that he survived to tell of the massacre of his friends. Meanwhile, the outside begins snow.  13116 Storm(Storm)Greg
NicoteroAngela Kang and Matthew NegreteAprel 1, 2019 (2019-04-01)5.02 Kingdom fell. The community no longer has the resources to survive, and its residents are preparing to move to Hilltop. Ezekiel talks to Daryl, implying that he was to blame for Henry's death. As a severe blizzard approaches, the survivors take
refuge in the once sanctuary. In Alexandria, residents head to Aaron's house to keep warm, thanks to a still active fireplace and chimney when Judith, hearing Daryl's dog barking, rushes to look for him in the middle of a blizzard and follows Negan. Without supplies, the Kingdom group decides to leave at night, opposing
Alpha and crossing its border to get the label. Lydia blames herself for Henry's death and asks Carol to kill her, who does nothing. Faced with zombies and crossing a frozen lake, the survivors arrive at the top of the hill. Nagan finds Judith with the dog. Carol decides to end his relationship with Ezekiel and goes to
Alexandria with Daryl, Michonne and another group. Michonne thanks Negan for saving Judith. Meanwhile, the girl talks to Ezekiel on the radio, but interrupts the conversation, saying that she will do his homework. Ezekiel leaves the room when an unknown voice calls him on the radio.  Inquiries: Schwartz, Ryan
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